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Abstract The Hopflike bifurcation associated with the transition from stability
to complex instability of a family of periodic orbits in a Hamiltonian system with three
or more degrees of freedom is investigated Numerical techniques to compute the
bifurcating objects periodic orbits or more generally D isolated invariant tori are
presented The evolution and further bifurcations of the D tori are described As a
model problem we consider two 	D symplectic mappings and as an application we
give some results for a galactic potential
 Introduction We discuss numerical methods for the following bi
furcation problem Consider a Hamiltonian system with three or more
degrees of freedom such that there is a transition of a stable family of
periodic orbits to complex instability Complex instability was described
and named so by Broucke see 	 and further studied numerically in ce
lestial mechanics and galactic dynamics eg see 
	 and also
in particle accelerator problems see 	 It has been studied by analytical
techniques in 

It is well known that this transition involves a Hopflike bifurcation
of direct or inverse type The bifurcating objects are periodic orbits or
D invariant tori according to whether the rotation number is rational or
irrational An ecient numerical method for computing the bifurcating
periodic orbits is a standard continuation method In this talk we deal
with the numerical computation of the bifurcating D invariant tori
More specically the evolution and further bifurcations of such tori
are investigated and two dierent numerical methods for their computation
are presented We show that there appear two types of bifurcations of D
invariant tori resembling the bifurcation of periodic orbits the period
doubling bifurcation and a pair of asymmetric tori In order to understand
the local universal properties of such bifurcations and to show some results
two D symplectic mappings representing dynamical systems with three
degrees of freedom are considered
Finally as an application we consider a galactic potential which gives
rise to a Hamiltonian system with ve equilibrium points L

 L

 L


The L

point is used and when varying some parameters the family of
periodic orbits around it undergoes a transition from stability to complex
instability The Hopflike bifurcation is of inverse type and we show the
typical behaviour of d tori close to the transition on the stable side

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 Transition stabilitycomplex instability Symplectic map
pings It is well known that Hamiltonian systems can be transformed into
symplectic mappings by means of the Poincare sections In degree of free
dom systems there corresponds a D section space and a family of periodic
orbits is reduced to a family of xed points
In order to describe the transition from stability to complex instability
we have used two D symplectic mappings denoted by T
s
and T
t
 natural
generalizations of the Froeschle map
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both dened mod 	 The dissipation parameter D is only used for
computing purposes When D   D   D   the mappings are
respectively volume contracting preserving and dilating We study the
mappings with D   around the xed point x   both have the same
Jacobian A but dierent nonlinear properties as described below We
restrict the parameter space by taking L

 L

 L K

 K and
K

  the transition takes place when L  K  L
crit
in the interval
  K   L is a varying parameter and K assumed not to depend on
L see  for a discussion of the parameters	
Striking phase structures appear at the transition from stability to
complex instability The main result is that there is a bifurcation which
turns out to be a Hopflike bifurcation with its own particular properties
the bifurcating structures may be direct the bifurcating objects unfold on
the unstable side	 or they may be inverse the bifurcating objects unfold
on the stable side	 as the parameter L is varied For the mapping T
s
T
t
	 the bifurcation is direct inverse	 and the bifurcating objects exist
for L  L
crit
L  L
crit
	
Let k be the rotation number at the transition that is k is dened
from the eigenvalue     e
ik
of the Jacobian matrixA	 When the
rotation number k  pq is rational then qperiodic orbits may bifurcate
In accordance to the Hopf bifurcation some of the bifurcating families of
periodic orbits inherit the stability character but there are some that do
not In  a detailed description of such periodic orbits and their stability
properties are given
When the rotation number k is irrational stable unstable	 invariant
curves bifurcate according to the direct inverse	 case that is for the map
ping T
s
T
t
	 These invariant curves become D tori in the phase space of
the Hamiltonian system of three degrees of freedom
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 Numerical methods for the computation of invariant
curves We may expect stable invariant curves for mapping T
s
and L 
L
crit
 and unstable ones for T
t
and L  L
crit

There are several algorithms for the computation of invariant curves
of maps see for instance  for the general case and  for
symplectic maps	
We recall a rst method used in  to compute the stable invariant
curves for the mapping T
s
 It exploits the property that they become
attracting limit cycles as soon as dissipation D  	 occurs Starting at
D   the method consists of progressively increasing D while controlling
the convergence of the point iterates onto the invariant curves When D 
 we have reached the desired invariant curve Of course this numerical
technique nds invariant curves which are necessarily stable and it does
not work for unstable ones
We present here a method which allows to compute both stable and
unstable invariant curves This method is based on the approximation
of an invariant curve by a truncated Fourier series the rst use of this
method was reported in  and later on revisited in 	 Suppose we have
a symplectic mapping F  R

 R

 and let us look for an invariant curve
of xed frequency  Such invariant curve of mapping F is regarded as a
function f  S

 R

  periodic such that f  	  F f		 where
S

 fr 	  R

 r      	g
Thus f	 has a Fourier series
f	  a



X
k	
a
k
cosk	  b
k
sink		
and the numerical technique consists of computing a

 a
k
 b
k
 for k 
 	 	 	  N  which give an approximation to the desired invariant curve In
Figure  we show some computed stable invariant curves for T
s
 with
K   and dierent values of L
Fig  Projections of the invariant curves of mapping T
s
 K   for values
L  
 inner one L   L   outer one
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 Other bifurcations of invariant curves Our next goal is to
follow the family of invariant curves for T
s
 when varying the parameter L
in order to nd other bifurcations When increasing the parameter L for
L  L
crit
 	
 the invariant curves are stable until there is a change
of stability at L  	
 which gives rise to a bifurcation of doubly
periodic invariant curves the invariant curve makes  turns before clos
ing in section space	
Fig  Doublyperiodic invariant curve of mapping T
s
 K   L  
Figure  shows a doublyperiodic invariant curve Increasing L there
is again a change of stability of the central family which does not imply
a new bifurcation For L  	
 the invariant curves which were stable
become again unstable and a new pitchfork bifurcation appears however
with a dierent behaviour for a xed value of L two new dierent asym
metric invariant curves appear apart from the central one We show in
Figure  two asymmetric bifurcating invariant curves
Fig  Two asymmetric bifurcated invariant curves of mapping T
s
 K  
L  		
Final remark So far we have described using mapping T
s
 the phe
nomena related to bifurcation of stable invariant D tori which unfold on
the unstable side that is in the direct Hopflike bifurcation We have an
alyzed both the bifurcation close to the transition and further bifurcations
far from it We refer the interested reader to  and  for the conse
quences of the bifurcation on the phase space in a neighbourhood of the
central periodic orbit close to the transition on the unstable side
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In a similar way we intend to give a description of the unstable invari
ant curves which bifurcate on the stable side to analyze the inverse case
by means of the mapping T
t
 This work is in progress
 Application A Galactic potential We consider now a Hamil
tonian system which in a frame of reference rotating about the zaxis with
the frequency  is given by the Hamiltonian
H 


p
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
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
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	  x y z	xp
y
 yp
x
	
where  is a barred galaxy potential which corresponds to two mass com
ponents a MiyamotoNagai disc and a triaxial n   Ferrers bar  is a
rather complicated function which we omit here as well as the constants
and parameters involved see 
 for details	 we just note that the mass
of the bar is a parameter denoted by 
 from now on
We present this example as a particular application of a Hamiltonian
system with three degrees of freedom with a family of periodic orbits which
undergo a transition to complex instability with a Hopflike bifurcation of
inverse type
This Hamiltonian system has three equilibrium points L

 L

and
L

on the x axis and L

 L

on the y axis We consider in particu
lar point L

 and the family of dimensional periodic orbits that exist
close to L

for each value of 
 Given 
 we compute the initial condi
tions x y  p
x
 p
y
 p
z
	 of the periodic orbits of the family and we plot in
Figure  the transition from stability to complex instability in a diagram

  p
z
 when 
 varies in the interval 
	
Let us x a value of 
 we see from Figure  that there is a transition
from stability to complex instability In order to decide on the orientation of
the Hopflike bifurcation we consider the symplectic mapping given by the
Poincare section z   for a xed value of H  We know from the behaviour
of mappings T
s
and T
t
that according to the orientation the eect of the
bifurcation on the neighbourhood of the central complex unstable periodic
orbit is completely dierent in the direct case it connes the chaotic orbits
for some time which may be long or in the inverse case it allows an
immediate escape see  for details	 Thus we take initial conditions
close to the ones of a complex unstable periodic orbit and we plot the
intersections of the corresponding orbit with the Poincare section z  
It turns out that they are not conned at all and the orbit escapes Thus
the bifurcation unfolds on the stable side ie it is of inverse type
We have not yet followed the D unstable tori which bifurcate on the
stable side However it is interesting to see the eect of the bifurcation on
the invariant tori surrounding the stable central family We know from the
mapping T
t
 that the main eect of an inverse bifurcation is to compress
the stable tori inside a  attened volume We also obtain this eect in our
Hamiltonian In order to reach the last invariant torus we use the anti
dissipative procedure described in  for symplectic mappings and in 
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Fig  Transition from stability to complex instability in a diagram   p
z
 The
complex unstable regime is marked by CU the stable one by S
for galactic potentials It consists of perturbing the equations of motion
by an antidissipative term ie dilating phasespace volumes with time	
proportional to a factor D slightly larger than  but conserving the initial
Hamiltonian value h We take initial conditions of an orbit belonging to
the stable region for D   the Hamiltonian case the orbit lies on a torus
see Figure 
a	 For D  	 the consequents on the section z  
explore larger and larger tori until they reach the last one Then there is
a sudden escape as visible on the last outer points in Figure 
b An upper
bound of the extent of the invariant tori is provided by the envelope of the
accumulated points just before the escape
Another particular application with a Hopflike bifurcation but of di
rect type is the circular D Restricted threebody Problem close to the
Lagrangian point L

	 The intricacies of the dynamics due to this bifurca
tion is being studied see 	
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